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A device generating rotating magnetic field is designed on the bas is of the mechanism of a rotating 
magnetic field.� A rotating magnetic field and electric arc �ointing together sim�lation is st�died in A rotating magnetic field and electric arc �ointing together sim�lation is st�died inA rotating magnetic field and electric arc �ointing together sim�lation is st�died in 
this paper to elaborate arc characteristics and behavior �nder the action of a rotating magnetic field.� 
The rotation radi�s of the arc are inversely proportional to the rotational freq�ency of the magnetic 
field.� It is proportional to the field c�rrent.� D�e to constraint f�nction of its own magnetic field of 
�nderwater wet welding arc.� The infl�ence on the �nderwater welding arc is smaller than the air 
welding arc while the magnetic field rotation freq�ency and magnetic field intensity is changed.�   
   Keywords:� welding arc; rotational magnetic field; sim�lation; �nderwater wet welding

Разработано устройство для вращающегося магнитного поля на основе БАС механизма.� Вра-
щающееся магнитное поле и электрическая дуга сварки совместно исследуются в данной работе 
для получения характеристик дуги под действием вращающегося магнитного поля.� Радиус пово-
рота дуги обратно пропорционален частоте вращения магнитного поля, но пропорционален току 
возбуждения.� Влияние водяного охлаждения на  сварочную дугу меньше, чем воздушного, в то 
время как частота вращения магнитного поля и напряженность  магнитного поля меняются.�

Вплив магнітного поля, що обертається, на переміщення зварю-
вальної дуги.� Чжі-ганг Лі, Лян-пін Ці, Ці-чжун Лі, Пин-Сін Liu, Ді-цин Ван  
   Розроблений пристрій для магнітного поля, що обертається, на основі БАС механізму.� 
Магнітне поле, що обертається, і електрична дуга зварки спільно досліджуються в даній 
роботі для отримання характеристик дуги під дією магнітного поля, що обертається.� Радіус 
повороту дуги обернено пропорційний частоті обертання магнітного поля, але пропорцій-
ний струму збудження.� Вплив водяного охолоджування на  зварювальну дугу менший, ніж 
повітря, тоді як частота обертання магнітного поля і напруженість магнітного поля міня-
ються.�

1. ������������������������
It is well known that electric arc consists of 

free electrons and ion with positive and nega-
tive charge in the arc col�mn area.� It is char-
acterized by electric ne�trality, electrical con-

d�ctivity and cooperating with magnetic field 
[1].� Therefore the position, shape and motion 
stat�s of the arc can be controlled to better the 
welding process thro�gh additional magnetic 
field.� In addition, there is a lot of high ioniza-
tion gas in the arc for gas shielded welding.� Its 
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shape and behavior will be infl�enced �nder 
additional rotating magnetic field, th�s the 
welding process will be affected.� The st�dy of 
rotating magnetic field is aiming to control the 
welding arc by the dynamic changing magnet-
ic field to realize the idea of “combat dynamic 
with dynamic“.� Meanwhile, the welding process 
with additional magnetic field has the charac-
ters of additional device being simple, low cost, 
less energy cons�mption, etc [2].� On the basis 
of the generation of a rotating magnetic field, 
the infl�ence of additional rotating magnetic 
field on arc (air welding arc and �nderwater 
wet welding arc which is �nder the high energy 
and high c�rrent density) movement character-
istics and behavior is verified by sim�lation.� As 
well as a ��dgment abo�t the implementation 
process and control characteristics of a rotating 
magnetic field acting on the arc are made.� 

2. Expe��me��al

2.1.��e �e�e�a���� ��� a ���a����.1.��e �e�e�a���� ��� a ���a�����e�e�a���� ��� a ���a����e�e�a���� ��� a ���a������� a ���a������ a ���a����a ���a���� ���a�������a������a���� 
ma��e��� ���el�a��e��� ���el����el��el�

Us�ally, a few excitation coil winding that 
mo�nts on the pairs of the magnetic pole as 
seen in Fig.�1.� When the pairs of excitation coil 
are applied by a certain of excitation c�rrent 
with phase difference, a rotating magnetic field 
is generated [2].� The form of the magnetic field 
is decided by the installation position of magnet 
exciting coil.� The rotating freq�ency of the mag-
netic field is decided by the rotating freq�ency 
of magnet exciting coil and the val�e of the field 
is ad��sted by exciting c�rrent.� Here two pairs 
of magnetic poles are �sed to analyze the pro-
d�cing process of a rotating magnetic field.� The 
sine excitation voltage is applied to the coil.� 
The excitation voltage of a cycle is divided into 
fo�r parts, corresponding to fo�r kinds of sta-
tionary state of the rotating magnetic field.� As 
shown in Fig.� 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d, it is corresponds 
to the magnetic field distrib�tion d�ring a, b, 
c, d time period as in Fig 2.� The excitation coil 
is given contin�o�s excitation c�rrent and a ro-
tating magnetic field s�rro�nded by the space 
of the magnetic poles can be prod�ced.�

2.2. F���e A�alys�s ��� ��e Ele����� A��
When the arc is applied by rotating magnetic 

field, the force of the arc is shown in Fig.� 4 [3].�  
DA three-dimensional coordinate system is es-
tablished while the axis of the electrode being 
the Z axis, the direction of the magnetic field 
being the X axis, arc end at the anode being the 
origin of coordinates “O”.� Where Fh and Fm de-
note respectively restoring force and magnetic 
force of the arc itself, Fhy and Fhz denote the 
component of Fh in Z direction and Y direction 
respectively.� Fmx, Fmy and Fmz are the elec-

tromagnetic force of the component force of X, 
Y, and Z direction formed by the magnetic field 
B and welding c�rrent I.� The component force 
of Fm is Fmy and Fmz, which is arc stabilizing 
force.� It can overcome the the restoring force Fh 
of arc itself, so that the arc deviates a certain 
distance from the axis of the electrode.� Since 
the magnetic force Fmx is perpendic�lar to the 
welding c�rrent, it makes arc spin aro�nd the 
electrode axis.� Therefore, arc is infl�enced by 
restoring force, steady arc force and rotating 
arc force together.�

2.3 ��e Des��� ��� a R��a���� Ma��e��� 
F�el� Ge�e�a���

In order to solve the problem of the �nder-
water wet welding arc �nsteadiness, a rotating 
magnetic field generator is designed as shown 
in Fig.� 5.� The device can provide semi- dry en-
vironment and magnetic force constraints in 
the water environment, and stabilize the weld-

Fig.� 3.� Schematic diagram of the rotating mag-
netic field prod�ction process

Fig.� 4.� Force analysis of the electric arc
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ing arc in the water[4].� The arc stabilizing de-
vice is a cylindrical str�ct�re with a protective 
cover, it is all sealed except the gas and water 
inlet/o�tlet t�be.� The material of the protective 
cover is ins�lating with the cond�ctive mo�th.� 
The center is a cond�ctive rod with welding 
wire goes thro�gh and the shielding gas pipe 
aro�nd.� The o�ter space has fo�r iron cores 
with excitation coil on.� The o�ter is high-pres-
s�re gas t�be.� Water is filled between aro�nd 
the core and cover, high-press�re tracheal wall.� 
Water inlet pipe is for cooling water in�ecting, 
and water o�tlet pipe is for the environment 
water going thro�gh.� 

The whole device is placed in the water 
while working.� The high press�re gas and the 
protective gas go thro�gh the high press�re in-
let t�be and the shielding air inlet t�be respec-
tively.� The o�ter water goes thro�gh the water 
inlet t�be.� The welding voltage is introd�ced by 
the cond�ctive mo�th.� Following the principle 
of stepping motors, when two sets of excitation 
c�rrent with different electric angle are �sed 
in the excitation coil, a rotating magnetic field 
can be prod�ced in the space s�rro�nding the 
two pairs of magnetic poles.� Then the arc in 
the space will have a rotation, and the arc and 
molten drop constrained by the external mag-
netic field conditions is more stable.� The high 
press�re gas displaces the water on the s�r-
face of welding workpiece and forms a local dry 
environment, th�s protecting the internal arc 
less water intr�sion from o�tside.� The cooling 
water can prevent iron core from overheating, 
th�s increasing the excitation effect.�

3. Res�l�s a�� ��s��ss���
As shown in Fig.� 6, the sim�lation model is 

b�ilt by ELEKTRA transient mod�le in finite 
element analysis software OPERA.� The simpli-
fied model only considers the infl�ence of the 
magnetic field size and magnetic field distri-
b�tion.� There have been a lot of practice and 
achievements on the separate st�dy of vario�s 
factors on the magnetic field size and magnetic 
field distrib�tion.� S�ch as the infl�ence by the 
installation of the excitation coil, the center of 
the core, the size of the excitation c�rrent, the 
diameter of the core and the angle of the mag-
netic pole etc [4].� The infl�ence of rotating mag-
netic field �pon arc is the magnetic field dis-
trib�tion and magnetic field intensity infl�ence 
�pon it in the final.� Different magnetic field 
distrib�tion and magnetic field intensity are 
prod�ced by different rotating freq�ency and 
excitation c�rrent on the finite element sim�la-
tion model shown in Fig.� 6.� The air welding arc 
and the �nderwater wet welding arc model are 
combined to st�dy the arc characteristics and 

behavior �nder the action of a rotating mag-
netic field.�

3.1  Parameters Definition
The needed parameters for the model calc�-

lation are the diameter of the coil and the to-
tal n�mber of t�rns, the iron core B-H c�rve, 
the c�rrent and freq�ency of excitation.� The 
Coil in the sim�lation model is represented by 
the sq�are coil tightly arranged.� In which the 

Fig.� 5.� Str�ct�re of arc stailizing device in the 
�nderwater wet welding. 1 – magnetizer, 2 – 
high press�re gas o�tlets, 3 – magnet exciting 
coil.� 4 – iron core, 5 – protective cover.� 6 – wa-
ter inlet t�be, 7 – welding wire, 8 – cond�cting 
rod, 9 – high press�re air inlet t�be, 10 – gas 
ann�lar path, 11 – sealing ring, 12 – water o�t-
let t�be, 13 – cond�ctive mo�th, 14 – shielding 
gas inlet t�be.�

Fig.� 6.� OPERA ELEKTRA Transient sim�lation 
model
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sq�are length is 0.�5mm, the total n�mber of 
t�rns of the coil is 140.�

The B-H c�rve is the magnetization c�rve, 
with magnetic field intensity (H) as the abscis-
sa, magnetic fl�x density (B) as the ordinate.� 
Fig.� 8 is B-H relation c�rve diagram of iron 
core.� When the variable resistor (VR) moves 
down grad�ally, the coil c�rrent will increase.� 
According to the form�la of the H, H within the 
core will grad�ally increase, B within the core 
also increases grad�ally.�

Different magnetic field distrib�tions and 
magnetic field intensity are obtained by mainly 
changing the c�rrent rotating freq�ency and 
the exciting c�rrent in the coil while the coil di-
ameter, n�mber of t�rns and B - H c�rve being 
constant in this paper.� The parameter val�es 
at different rotating freq�ency and c�rrent are 
shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.� 

3.2 ��e S�m�la���� Res�l� ��� ��e R��a�-
��� Ma��e��� F�el� 

The res�lt of the magnetic field vector of 
rotating magnetic field in different period in a 
load c�rrent cycle is shown in Fig.� 9.� With ar-
row down as N pole (shown as the shadow part 
in Fig.�) , arrow �p as S pole.� The N, S pole for 
col�mns 1,2,3,4 in Fig.� 8 (a), (b), (c), (d) is re-

spectively NNSS,NSNS,SSNN,SNSN.� It is the 
same with the generation of a rotating magnet-
ic field shown in Fig.� 3.�

The movement behavior of the welding arc 
�nder a rotating magnetic field is mainly st�d-
ied here.� The arc �sed here has been sim�lated 
and the specific detail will not be described 
here.� The air welding arc and �nderwater wet 
welding arc are shown in Fig.� 10 and Fig.� 11.� As 
it can be seen that the welding arc in the air ap-
pears to be “bell”, while the arc �nderwater ap-
pears to be “d�mbbell”[5].� It is the own strong 
magnetic fields d�e to the high power �sed in 
the �nderwater wet welding that makes the arc 
shrink obvio�sly.� The �nderwater wet welding 
is a welding with a high energy and high c�r-
rent density.� The arc magnetic fields prod�ced 
by itself have very important infl�ence on arc, 

Fig.� 7.� Coil setting

Fig.�(8).� B-H relation c�rve

Table 1 The welding parameter val�es �nder 
different rotation freq�ency

param-
eters

exciting 
c�rrent, 

A

rotation 
freq�ency, 

Hz
t�rns, 

n
coil  

diameter, 
mm

1 5 50 140 0.� 5
2 5 400 140 0.� 5

Table 2 The welding parameter �nder differ-
ent driving c�rrent

param-
eters

exciting 
c�rrent, 

A

rotation 
freq�ency, 

Hz
t�rns, 

n
coil  

diameter, 
mm

1 3 50 140 0.� 5
2 5 50 140 0.� 5

Fig.� 9.� Vector res�lt of a rotational magnetic 
field
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so it �s�ally can’t be ignored.� The relation be-
tween the magnetic effect prod�ced by arc and 
charged iron beam is modeled with Biot-Sa-
vart’s law demonstrated in Eq�ation1[6]: 
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Where: 
I is the c�rrent; dl is a differential element 

of the c�rrent direction; µ0  is the magnetic 
constant; r  is the �nit displacement vector; r 
is the distance from the element to the point 
where the field is being comp�ted.�

3.3 ��e ��mb��a���� s�m�la���� ��� a 
rotating magnetic field and electric arc

The sim�lation of the air welding arc and 
the �nderwater wet welding arc in the rotat-
ing magnetic field is done.� A certain practical 
and theoretical fo�ndation for the st�dy of the 
rotating magnetic field and arc characteristics 
and its behavior is established thro�gh compar-
ing the sim�lation res�lt with other research-
ers’ experiment res�lt.� 

In order to st�dy the infl�ence �pon the arc 
motion stat�s by the rotating magnetic field 
�nder the condition of different magnetic field 
distrib�tion and magnetic field intensity, the 
val�e of the excitation freq�ency and c�rrent 
is ad��sted by the rotation of the rotating mag-
netic field freq�ency and the val�e of the mag-

netic field strength.� The Co-Sim�lation needs 
importing the data of the rotating magnetic 
field and combining with the data of arc �nder 
the SCALA mod�le of OPERA[7].� 

3.4 ��e ���a���� ���eq�e��y ��� ��e ma�-
netic field influence on welding arc behav-
���

The excitation c�rrent in the sim�lation 
conditions is designated as 5 A.� The t�ngsten 
wire diameter is 1.�6 mm, the arc length 3 mm.� 
Dc is �sed.� The air welding arc motion stat�s in 
a rotating cycle while the rotation of the mag-
netic field freq�ency being 50 Hz is shown in 
Fig.� 12.� While the freq�ency being 400Hz, it is 
shown in Fig.� 13.� In the literat�re [8] ,the air 
welding arc motion stat�s in a rotating cycle is 
shown in Fig.� 14 in the case of the same other 
conditions, where the rotation of the magnetic 
field freq�ency is 50 Hz, the high-speed camera 
adopts 500 FPS.� The arc in the experiment is 
collected as a high-speed video clips within a 
rotating magnetic field.� In the literat�re [4], the 
air welding arc motion stat�s in a rotating cycle 
is shown in Fig.� 15 in the case of the same other 

Fig.� 10.�  Air welding arc shape

Fig.� 11.� Underwater welding arc shape

Fig.� 12.�  Arc motion morphology in a rotational 
cycle �nder the rotation freq�ency of 50Hz

Fig.� 13.� Arc motion morphology in a rotational 
cycle �nder the rotation freq�ency of 400Hz
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conditions, where the rotation of the magnetic 
field freq�ency is 400 Hz, the high-speed camera 
adopts 2000 FPS.� The arc in the experiment is 
also collected as a high-speed video clips within 
a rotating magnetic field.� The �nderwater wet 
welding arc motion stat�s in a rotating cycle 
while the rotation of the magnetic field freq�en-
cy being 50 Hz is shown in Fig.� 16.� While the 
freq�ency being 400Hz,it is shown in Fig.� 17.�

The above sim�lation res�lts shows that the 
arc rotation freq�ency is identical with the mag-
netic field rotation freq�ency, and the rotation 
of the arc radi�s is inversely proportional to the 
rotation of the magnetic field freq�ency.� The 
greater the rotation freq�ency of the magnetic 
field, the smaller the radi�s of the arc.� With 
the increase of rotating freq�ency, it is more 
obvio�s.� The change of the rotating magnetic 
field freq�ency impacts more on air welding arc 
than the �nderwater wet welding arc.� The sim-
�lation res�lts of the magnetic field rotation 
freq�ency impacting on the arc motion stat�s 
are consistent with the experiment concl�sion 
in the literat�re[8] .� It proves the correctness of 
the sim�lation from another aspect.� 

3.5 The influence of the magnetic field 
strength upon the welding arc motion 
 s�a��s

The rotation of the magnetic field freq�ency 
in the sim�lation conditions is designated as 

50 hz.� The t�ngsten wire diameter is 1.�6 mm, 
the arc length 3mm.� Dc is �sed.� The air weld-
ing arc motion stat�s in a rotating cycle while 
the rotation of excitation c�rrent being 3A are 
shown in Fig.� 18.� In the literat�re [8], the air 
welding arc motion stat�s in a rotating cycle is 
shown in Fig.� 19 in the case of the same other 
conditions, where the rotation of excitation c�r-
rent being is 3A, the high-speed camera adopts 
500 FPS.� The arc in the experiment is collect-
ed as a high-speed video clips within a rotat-
ing magnetic field.� In [5], the air welding arc 
motion stat�s in a rotating cycle are shown in 
Fig.� 20 in the case of the same other conditions, 
where the rotation of excitation c�rrent being 
is 5A, the high-speed camera adopts 2000 FPS.� 
The arc in the experiment is also collected as a 
high-speed video clips within a rotating mag-
netic field.� The �nderwater wet welding arc 
motion stat�s in a rotating cycle while the rota-

Fig.� 14.� Arc motion morphology in a rotational

Fig.� 15.� Arc motion morphology in a rotational 
cycle �nder the rotation freq�ency of 400Hz

Fig.� 16.� Arc motion morphology in a rotational 
cycle �nder the rotation freq�ency of 50Hz

Fig.� 17.� Arc motion morphology in a rotational 
cycle  �nder rotation freq�ency of 400Hz
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tion of the rotation of excitation c�rrent being 
3A is shown in Fig.� 21.�

The above sim�lation res�lts shows that the 
arc rotation radi�s are identical with the rota-
tion magnetic field strength while the rotation 
freq�ency is the same.� The greater the rotation 
magnetic field strength, the larger the rotation 
radi�s of the arc.� The change of the rotating mag-
netic field strength impacts more on air welding 
arc than the �nderwater wet welding arc.� The 
sim�lation res�lts of the rotation magnetic field 
strength impacting on the arc motion stat�s is 
consistent with the experimental concl�sion in 
the literat�re[8] .� It proves the correctness of the 
sim�lation from another aspect.�

4. C���l�s���s
The combination sim�lation of a rotating 

magnetic field and electric arc shows that: 
a.� The rotation of the arc freq�ency changes 

with the rotation freq�ency of the magnetic 
field.� The rotation of the arc radi�s is inversely 
proportional to the rotation of the magnetic 
field freq�ency.� The greater of the rotation fre-
q�ency of the magnetic field, the smaller the 
rotation radi�s of the arc.�

b.� The val�e change of the field c�rrent can 
change arc motion stat�s.� The rotation radi�s 
of the arc increase with the grow of excitation 
c�rrent.� So different rotating arc motion stat�s 
can be obtained by ad��sting the val�e of the 
excitation c�rrent.�

c.� D�e to the constraint f�nction of its own 
magnetic field of �nderwater wet welding arc, 
the infl�ence of the rotation freq�ency of the 
magnetic field or magnetic field intensity �pon 
the �nderwater welding arc movement is small-
er than the air arc.�
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Fig.� 18.� Arc motion morphology in a rotation 
cycle �nder the exciting c�rrent 3A

Fig.� 19.� Arc motion morphology in a rotation 
cycle �nder the exciting c�rrent 3A

Fig.� 20.� Arc motion morphology in a rotation 
cycle �nder the exciting c�rrent 5A

Fig.� 21.� Arc motion morphology in a rotation 
cycle  �nder the exciting c�rrent 3A
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